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Wit the end of summer drawing near, the fall songbird mig “c$~on will soon begin.

Scie#ists with the ARM Program will be able to observe the onset o~the migration season as

\

interference in the radar wind profiler (RWP) data.

dAn WP measures vertical

1
profi es of wind and

temperature directly above

the

I

radar from

appr Iximately 300 feet to

3 mi es above the ground.

The RWP accomplishes

this y sending a pulse of

elect omagnetic energy

Sky ard. Under normal

cond tions, the energy is

1

sca red by “targets” in the

atmo phere. Targets

gene ly consist of

atmo pheric

r

irregularities

such as variations in

tern rature, humidity, and

Tpress re

4

over relatively

sho distances. (Operation

of thk RWP Was described

in x!nore detail in the

Janu&
1’

1999 ARM

Faci fties Newsletter.)

May 16,1997

Figure 1. Plot of RWP return signal strength for May 16,1997. Bird
interference during spring migration is evident on the left side of the
plot and is indicated within the circle. Bird-contaminated signals have
distinct patterns shown in purple near the bottom of the plot and red
and purple above.
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measurements is complicated by soil type and ground cover in the sample area. Rocks or sand in
the soil can also interfere. Each soil moisture probe must be calibrated to the soil in which it will
be used.

Installing enough in-ground soil moisture probes to make measurements all over a large area is
impractical. Scientists are therefore investigating the possibility of extracting soil moisture
information from satellite data. Satellites have the advantage of providing vast amounts of data
for large surface areas. The difficulty in using satellite data lies in trying to interpret the data in
terms of meaningful quantities. Accomplishing this is one of the goals of SGP99.
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Figure 2. The NASA P3-B aircraft that will carry instruments over the CART site during SGP99.
(Source: http:lfwww.wff. nasa.govkapbl

During the two-week scientiilc campaign, instruments like the ones to be launched on a satellite
in late 2000 will be installed on a NASA I?3-B aircraft (Figure 2). The aircraft will fly
designated patterns over a portion of the CART site and will collect data to be used in
developing and verifying methods for extracting soil moisture values from the satellite data.

To verify the methods developed with the aircraft data, measurements must be made
simultaneously on the ground. The ground data, referred to as “ground truth,” consist of soil
moisture samples, data from soil moisture probes, soil and surface temperature, soil bulk density
measurements, ground-penetrating radar scans, surface flux measurements of latent and sensible
heat, standard meteorological measurements, radiometric measurements, and atmospheric
soundings. Scientists will use the ground truth data to develop and verify data analysis programs
and to explore new approaches for enhancing our ability to measure soil moisture from space.


